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THE LIVE ANIMAL EXPORT INDUSTRY AND THE MEAT 
AND LIVESTOCK ASSOCIATION  
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Critique of the MLA and industry action Plan and adopted OIE 
standards  
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PERSONAL BACKGROUND  
 

Grew up and schooled internationally, including the Middle East and India.        
An Economist (Uni. of Melb 1971), experienced as Hospital Administrator to the 
Royal Melbourne Hospital, & the London Heart and Chest Hospital, currently 
manage and direct with husband, a small consultancy/company in Electronics and 
IT Network-Engineering  

Daughter 1 & husband - experienced vets (Uni. of Sydney) , with cattle and 
livestock farms, in domestic animal practices, animal and wildlife rescue and 
protection, worked overseas on veterinary aid programme “Vetnet” to train vets 
and promote good and humane medicine and practices to underdeveloped 
countries.  

Daughter 2 – graduating and entering human Medicine practice 2011. (Uni. of 
NSW)  
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WHAT AUSTRALIANS ARE NOT BEING TOLD ABOUT THE LIVE EXPORT INDUSTRY 
AND ITS ACTION PLAN FOR REFORM 

Live Export has undermined and not benefited the Australian economy.                                                         
Three separate economic reports over the past two years have confirmed that live exports are 
undermining Australia's meat processing industry - an industry five times more lucrative than 
live exports. ACIL Tasman's reviews into the live sheep trade found that phasing out live sheep 
exports would have minimal impact on farmers and would in fact reap greater benefits for 
farmers and the economy through increased processing in Australia. The most recent report, 
released last year, reached a damning conclusion about the impact of live cattle exports on 
Queensland's beef industry. It found that live cattle exports were 'cannibalising' Queensland's 
beef processing sector and threatened to destroy $3.5 billion worth of assets, $5 billion in 
turnover and 36,000 jobs. The loss to Australian or Northern Territory employment is false the 
industry would maintain its production and employment, including shipping and transport but 
also expanded dramatically by processing operations and jobs.   
 
Live exports undermine Australia’s more valuable meat processing industry . 
Reports into the impact of live cattle exports on Queensland’s beef industry have found that live 
exports are directly competing with the beef processing sector to the point of threatening its 
future viability.  
 
Creating a loss to Australian or Northern Territory employment is false  
A move to Australian livestock processing industries would not create unemployment. Cattle 
farmers could maintain their production and employment, including shipping and transport. 
Regional and overall employment would grow dramatically by developing processing 
operations and jobs in Australia. The 80 reported indigenous stations which employ 700 
aborigines, many of which may be temporary or seasonal, would continue to work and produce. 
If they have love and pride for the cattle then the extended growth or fattening in Australia, 
followed by reliable careful handling and processing would be more rewarding.  
 
Countless new jobs would be created in added abattoirs and meat processing, packaging 
marketing, building and planning also for leather, bone and fertilizer by products, adding to 
retained primary production, transport, shipping and export for meat and by products.  
  
Chilled and frozen meat exports from Australia are worth five times the value of live 
exports  
Chilled and frozen meat exports from Australia are already worth over five times the value of 
live exports annually. This would further increase if Australia was not providing importing 
nations with the alternative of ‘live animals’ and providing focused unethical profits to only 
some.   
 
New Zealand banned live export in 2003 
New Zealand successfully banned live export in 2003 because of irresolvable animal welfare 
concerns and has dramatically increased their chilled meat trade. Around 30,000 head of 
Australian cattle remained in Indonesian feed lots after the suspension and many are still 
slaughtered each night. The welfare of those animals in Indonesia requires a protective ruling 
right now. 
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Big corporations and vested interest control the industry and the “Indonesian live Cattle 
business” which has been based on high profits and risk 
A number of big “Indonesian live cattle business have been sold for hundreds of millions of 
dollars and huge capital gains, often to foreign investors , while animal welfare struggled to 
catch up. Cruelty reports were repeatedly provided to the industry and politicians and were 
rejected.   
 
The voting structure of these sizeable companys effectively gives control of the industry to 
large corporations many of which are foreign-owned. These lucrative operations and vested 
interests have maintained a tight grasp on the country heedless of animal welfare issues.  
 
Some of the largest live export businesses are also privately owned such the Consolidated 
Pastoral Company (division of Packer family Consolidated Press Holdings) with 19 stations, 
and AACo. These organizations also have both powerful media control and political lobby; 
huge persuasive powers with the Australian public concerning the live export business and also 
in suppressing the highly undesirable aspects.  
 
Many lucrative Indonesian cattle businesses have been sold out for hundreds of millions of 
dollars and huge capital gains. The operations and profitability of these multi national 
corporations or their divisions have been focused and the wealth would not have benefited 
Australians widely or cattlemen generally nor has it provided duty of care to millions of live 
animals.  
 
Other cattlemen may have been lured to the lucrative live export business but have accepted 
its risk and the damage that may now be measured. The substantial ethical and economic 
grounds for onshore processing may require adjustment to production. The Australian 
government and the taxpayer-funded MLA should now be made accountable for compensation 
to cattlemen under any transition.      
 
The MLA cannot be trusted to ensure live cattle exported are not treated cruelly                                
Cattle farmers pay $5 a head to the MLA for every animal slaughtered. A total of $96 million 
was levied from farmers and exporters last year and $38 million was received in R&D grants 
from government or taxpayers. An analysis of MLA annual reports over the past eight years 
shows that $66 million of their research funds went to companies or institutions associated with 
its board members. Last year a hefty $17 million, or 25 percent, of the $70 million R & D budget 
was paid out to associates of the directors of the MLA.   

Ms Janelle Saffin, Federal Member for Page, has confirmed that the company's voting structure 
- which effectively gives control of the industry to large corporations, many of them foreign-
owned - was also of concern. So was the way the MLA and the Australian Meat Processor 
Corporation delivered research funding. The company does not publish the results of the 
research it funds, citing commercial-in-confidence concerns in many cases. The MLA said 
board members have removed themselves when conflict-of-interest issues arose. The 
Industry’s lack of transparency was determined by a Senate inquiry in 2002; recommendations 
were made to the previous government under the Minister Mr Warren Truss and nothing was 
done about it. 

A further joint parliamentary inquiry is now being called in the wake of the Senate inquiry into 
the Indonesian cattle slaughter scandal to now investigate the entire beef industry, including 
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the distribution of millions of dollars of government funds and cattlemen levies for the 
undocumented research and development projects.    

Despite a deadline from Senator Ludwig, the stand-off over the release of $5 million of MLA 
funds to assist farmers affected by the need to suspend live export to Indonesia is unresolved. 
An investigation into the entire meat industry might be called. A growing number of politicians 
are lobbying the current Agriculture Minister, Mr Joe Ludwig, for a joint parliamentary inquiry 
into the beef industry, including the distribution of millions of dollars of government funds and 
farmers' levies for undocumented research and development projects, and effectiveness of the 
national tag identification system. 

There is long evidence of a clear conflict of interest between the Ministry and 
Department of Agriculture which focuses largely on pecuniary outcome and animal 
welfare.                                                                                                                                      
An investigation into live export cruelty reports was handed to The Australian National Party 
leader and Minister for Agriculture Mr. Warrant Truss in 2003. Animal welfare was cited as a 
prime consideration. Mr Truss however rejected the recommendation to introduce a tagging 
and tracking system for cattle and which would have made it relatively easy to stop cattle being 
sent to bad abattoirs in Indonesia.  

It took 21 months to complete tagging of other livestock in Australia. Mr Truss and the National 
Party however are now insisting such an identification system is urgent and must be completed 
in a day or so to enable the live cattle export business to quickly restart.  
 
The MLA was set up by the National Party under their operational guidelines and funding 
regimes. The objectives of the MLA does not include the welfare of animals it would process off 
shore. Wealthy business, and its political arm or lobby and control of the MLA have, heedless 
of widespread animal cruelty, have all actively promoted live export. There has meantime been 
repeated failure to respond to ongoing reports of serious animal cruelty.   
 
The MLA and politicians involved have shown for years that they cannot be trusted with 
animals sent offshore for processing and slaughter which is outside the bounds Australian law 
and standards. There is a clear evidence that a conflict of interest has existed in Australia 
between animal welfare and the Ministry and Department of Agriculture foremost in relation to 
big business in agriculture and pure pecuniary interest.This may be a call for a Ministry for 
Animal Protection to in future ensure such ventures may not grow to an industry on the back of 
widespread inhumane practices with animals. 
 
Australia’s live export trade has been sending live animals to the Middle East for over 
three decades and cattle to South East Asia for two decades. Some 150 million sheep 
were exported to the Middle East during that time and over 6.4 million cattle exported to 
Indonesia.   
The MLA report themselves that around the richest 10% of the Indonesian population are 
buying Australian beef (as our major importer), so by banning the trade we are not starving 
people (indeed Indonesia is happy to accept frozen meat - even if it was affordable to the poor!)  
 
In banning live export Australia would expand its already lucrative frozen or chilled meat trade 
to Indonesia. There is no direct threat that Indonesia would source live animals from another 
country such as far off Argentina. Indonesia have already stated they will increase their frozen 
supply from NZ as an alternative source after the Australian suspension.  
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The live export industry ‘claim’ that Australia’s presence in Indonesia (and other 
importing countries) gives us greater influence to improve animal welfare generally is 
wrong.  
This statement is completely unfounded and is part of a cunning MLA and industry PR 
campaign to keep farmer and government taxpayer support which over almost a decade is 
quite astounding. Australian industry presence in Indonesia has in fact made animal welfare 
worse as Australian funded and installed equipment, which is unsuitable to stunning, has set a 
standard of cruelty that the Indonesians are now copying. The only significant welfare 
improvement in the Middle East, despite the live export industry exporting there for 30 years, is 
the introduction of stunning in the more civilized Jordan and which resulted from an Animals 
Australia investigation and direct involvement of the amenable Jordanian royal family. 
 
Some of the worst cruelty documented was made possible by the Australian-designed 
Mark I restraint boxes as confirms the ‘claim’ of improving welfare standards is wrong.  
During the Indonesian investigation, evidence was also documented of the impacts on cattle 
welfare of the Australian-designed Mark I cattle restraint devices, commissioned under the 
MLA/Livecorp program. 103 such devices have been installed in Indonesian abattoirs since 
2001, assisted by over $1.2 million in Australian taxpayer funding. The devices were installed 
to enable Indonesian workers to manage Australian cattle, which are larger, whilst continuing to 
use their traditional method of roping slaughter. The box confines Australian cattle while their 
legs are roped from below.  When the box is opened the cattle struggle against the leg ropes 
and trip, falling with their entire weight onto a 45 degree sloping concrete slab. Cattle 
automatically try to regain their feet which results in them crashing their heads against the 
concrete slab and even breaking their jaws.  
 
Evidence shows that these boxes were installed to facilitate Australian cattle being subjected to 
the cruel traditional method of Indonesian roping slaughter that trips the animals onto their 
sides in readiness for the throat cut. Footage shows terrified animals falling violently onto a 
sloping concrete slab and during the process of trying to get up crashing their heads and faces 
against the sharp edge of a concrete blood drain. The force of these blows is reported to have 
chipped away at the cement and has been known to break the cows jaws. 
 
Some of the worst cruelty documented resulted from the use of Australian Mark I restraint 
boxes. This results in a prolonged and distressing death. Designing, funding and installing cruel 
restraint devices in Indonesia that have been condemned by leading international slaughter 
experts and which breach all international standards lays to rest once and for all any claim the 
Australian live export industry cares about animal welfare. 
 
The Australian Mark 1 restraint box did not improve traditional slaughter methods, it 
breached every humane standard anywhere in the world. 
Both methods are cruel and completely unacceptable. On viewing a Mark 1 restraint box in 
operation, Professor Dr.Temple Grandin, of the Colorado State University and the world’s 
leading expert on livestock handling and slaughter, stated that this box  “breached every 
humane standard anywhere in the world and was unacceptable and absolutely atrocious”. 
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Australian live exporters have consistently shown they are willing to supply animals to 
countries which have NO laws to protect them from cruelty and where inhumane 
handling and slaughter are routine. 
Animals Australia investigators visited ten abattoirs in four cities on the islands of Java and 
Sumatra. Once again this investigation revealed the willingness of Australia’s live export 
industry to supply animals regardless of how brutally they will be treated, disturbingly in 
Indonesia, and to even supply equipment that facilitates and encourages cruel treatment.  
The evidence has revealed that Australian cattle are being subjected on a nightly basis to the 
torture techniques to force them to move into position for slaughter.  
 
A key observation of the 2004 Keniry review into the live trade was that the industry was self-
regulating and that this had to change. Seven years later, there is an abundance of evidence 
that nothing has changed. 
 
The ‘claim’ that Australia sets the world’s highest standards for the export of livestock is 
false.   
Under current arrangements many of the Australian standards for the export of livestock 
(ASEL) are unenforceable or simply unenforced. Tens of thousands of animals continue to die 
each year on live export vessels and the others face cruel practices throughout the region after 
arrival. Despite high mortality shipment investigations conducted by AQIS regularly revealing 
clear breaches of ASEL, rarely have AQIS imposed penalties on exporters. 

Stunning animals prior to slaughter is accepted for halal slaughter.                                                                       
Contrary to what many people believe, stunning animals prior to slaughter is accepted for halal 
slaughter and is practiced in Australian abattoirs that produce halal accredited beef. Despite 
this, unfortunately stunning is still very rare in Indonesia. The animal cruelty witnessed in our 
investigation is not halal as it breaches fundamental halal principles of causing minimum harm 
to animals. This campaign is not about religion — it is solely about animal cruelty.. 

Methods of slaughter for Australian animals in Indonesia  
Most Australian cattle arriving in Indonesia spend around 90 days (3 months) in a feedlot where 
they put on weight prior to being slaughtered. Indonesia has 10 large feedlots and 12 smaller 
operations with one-time capacities of between 2,000 and 30,000 head. When they have 
reached slaughter weight, cattle are trucked to either private or government-owned abattoirs. 
There are at least 121 possible slaughter locations for Australian animals. There are 750 
registered slaughterhouses and potentially over 4,000 ‘slaughter slabs’ in Indonesia. These 
facilities can slaughter anywhere between a few animals a night to over 300 animals a night. 
Many slaughter facilities are small, often just extensions of cattle holding yards [3]. Facilities 
range from archaic to relatively modern.  
 
The two primary methods of slaughter for Australian animals are: 

i) rope casting whereby ropes are tied from a ring in the floor then around the 
animal’s neck and legs to trip it over onto its side for the throat cut; and  

ii) restraint boxes that confine the animal in one place so ropes can be tied around 
the legs and the animal trips over onto its side when it attempts to walk out of the 
box. Both methods are distressing for the animal and cause a prolonged and cruel 
death. The restraint boxes (primarily the Mark 1 Restraint Box) were introduced 
into Indonesia by the Australian live export industry and have been denounced by 
international experts as being inhumane. 
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90% of cattle slaughtered in Indonesia are not stunned and that is free to continue under 
OIE standards and while few Indonesian abattoirs even come close to meeting the OIE 
standards.   
Stunning is accepted in Indonesia but is only practiced in a reported four abattoirs. Less than 
10% of Australia’s cattle are slaughtered in these facilities [3] with all other cattle experiencing 
cutting of the throat while fully conscious. 
 
Two investigations over the past 12 months have documented the cruel treatment and 
slaughter of both Australian and Indonesian cattle 
A live export industry commissioned report [4] recently documented poor slaughter methods, 
with cattle attempting to rise an average of 3.5 times once they had been forcibly tripped into 
the slaughter position and then experiencing an average of four cuts to the throat before it was 
properly cut to allow bleeding out. The Report also documented instances of eye gouging, tail 
twisting and hosing of animals to slide prior to slaughter, water jetted up the nostrils. A second 
investigation [5] carried out in March 2011 documented similar poor treatment and slaughter of 
both local and Australian cattle, including instances of abuse and torture. Animals have been 
reported to be tied up for a few days with food and water withheld before slaughter to further 
break their resistance to the slaughter practices.    
 
Approaches made to Australian government and Ministry by animal welfare experts 
have been ignored.  
In March 2011, Animals Australia investigators visited 11 abattoirs in four Indonesian cities to 
document the treatment and slaughter of Australian cattle. RSPCA Australia conducted a full 
scientific assessment of the evidence from this investigation. The evidence is damning and 
again shows the willingness of live exporters to supply Australian animals overseas, regardless 
of how cruelly they will be treated. Footage from this investigation was provided to the ABC’s 
Four Corners program to enable evidence to be brought to the attention of the public.  
 
Previous evidence of cruelty to Australian livestock documented in Kuwait in November 2010 
had been immediately provided to Agriculture Minister Joe Ludwig. The Minister’s failure to 
take appropriate action left Animals Australia and RSPCA Australia, with no choice but to 
provide the evidence from Indonesia directly to the media. 
 
The investigators who conducted the recent Indonesian investigation, Animals Australia’s 
Campaign Director Lyn White, a former South Australian police officer, and the Director of UK-
based Tracks Investigations, also conducted the 2005/06 investigations in Egypt that led to the 
suspension of the live trade to that country and eventual ban on the export of sheep to Egypt. 
Meat & Livestock Australia (MLA) and Livecorp admitted knowledge of the practices (tendon 
slashing and eye stabbing) that were routinely inflicted on cattle in Egypt.  
 
The investigation in Indonesia revealed further terrible evidence of exported Australian animals 
being brutalised and, in the worst cases, tortured prior to slaughter. The scale of cruelty 
endured in Indonesia has been assessed as worse and more widespread than that inflicted on 
cattle in Egypt.  
 
Footage of the cruel treatment of Australian exported sheep in the Middle East was taken 
directly to Senator Ludwig in November 2010.Senator Ludwig failed to take appropriate action 
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and instead put finding a solution back in the hands of live exporters. Evidence of unacceptable 
numbers of sheep deaths, illness and appalling conditions on a LiveCorp vessel had similarly 
been presented to former Minister for Agriculture, Mr Warren Truss already in 2003.  
 
Reference is also made to the haunting animal shipment conditions reported by veterinary 
practitioner Dr Peter Kerkenezov in attending to a sheep shipment by LiveCorp to Saudi Arabia 
during 2002 and 2003. This was printed in the Northern Star in Ballina on 4th June 2011 at 
http://www.northernstar.com.au/story/2011/06/04/haunted-by-cruel-live-trade-ballina/ 
.   
In April, the Minister was advised about the severity of cruelty witnessed during the 
investigation in Indonesia but he has not requested to see the footage or discuss what was 
observed. The RSPCA’s and Animals Australia’s experience is that only when the public are 
made aware of the cruel treatment of Australian exported animals via the media, does the 
government take notice. 
 
The suspension of the Egypt trade in 2006 only occurred after footage was aired on 60 
Minutes, despite Agriculture Minister Peter McGauran already being informed that cattle were 
being brutalised in Bassateen abattoir. Australia’s live exporters knowingly supplied nearly one 
million cattle to Egypt in the full knowledge that it was routine practice for animals to have their 
leg tendons slashed and eyes stabbed to disable them prior to slaughter 
 
Indonesia does not have any enforceable animal protection laws 
Indonesia is a member of the OIE (the World Organisation for Animal Health), but it does not 
have any Codes or laws that impose the OIE Guidelines (OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code 
for Transport of Animals by Land and the OIE Terrestrial Animal Health Code for Slaughter of 
Animals) or any other welfare standards. 
 
The Indonesian workforce is largely unskilled and temporary.  
Due to the largely unskilled and temporary nature of the Indonesian workforce, the live export 
industry focuses any animal handling training on the higher output private and public abattoirs 
rather than the smaller facilities [6]. Despite some training under the MLA/Livecorp program, it 
is clear that the majority of slaughter men have little understanding of animal behaviour or 
consideration of their capacity to suffer and feel pain and fear. Cruel and painful techniques are 
routinely used to move cattle. Stunning is simply encouraged under OIE standards. Given the 
choice and no legislation the traditional methods will continue.  
 
The treatment of cattle in Indonesia is contrary to Australian law and standards 
Cattle are stunned prior to slaughter in Australian abattoirs [7] (both for export and for domestic 
consumption). This includes cattle slaughtered for the halal-certified beef export market. Advice 
[8] provided in November 2008 to the Primary Industries Standing Committee clearly articulates 
that restraint should maintain conscious animals in an upright position and using restraint 
boxes that tip animals “is in itself an animal welfare risk and not acceptable.” 
 
Meat from Australian cattle slaughtered in Indonesia may be sold at “wet markets” or in 
Supermarkets  
Much of the beef consumed in Indonesia is purchased from the fresh market system, with live 
cattle sold to local butchers who sell through the wet markets [9]. In supermarkets, people can 
purchase Australian beef processed in Indonesia or Australian (halal-certified) beef imported 
from Australia as boxed beef [10]. Last year, boxed beef exports to Indonesia were worth 
$179.8 million 
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Every slaughter facility in Indonesia breaches international animal welfare guidelines 
(the OIE code) 
Most animals were subjected to abuse through eye gouging, kicking, tail-twisting and even tail 
breaking. Cattle experienced an average of 11 cuts to the throat with one animal having his 
throat cut 33 times. Half of all Australian animals observed showed signs of consciousness 
more than 1.5 minutes after their throat was cut. One animal with a broken leg was tortured for 
26 minutes before being killed. One animal that regained his feet after the throat cut and 
escaped on the slaughter-room floor then had his leg tendon slashed to disable him. A cow 
was seen shaking and heaving uncontrollably as the last standing in line for treatment after  
observing all of its mates one by one being brutalised and then stripped to carcass. The scale 
of the brutality documented in Indonesia on a nightly basis demanded that the Gillard 
Government suspend all live animal exports to Indonesia.  
 
There has been consistent failure of stun gun trials and adoption in Indonesia  
A planned stunning trial in a single abattoir in 2010 was not able to be completed due to a 
broad range of identified impediments in Indonesia. Now, a few months later, the industry is 
suggesting that they could facilitate the adoption of stunning in five abattoirs and implying that 
the broad uptake of stunning will occur from 2012. This is pie in the sky. The only 
slaughterhouses that are likely to be stunning animals at the end of 2011 are those private 
facilities that are already stunning, or already have the facilities and equipment to use stunning. 
 
The likelihood of uptake of consistent and effective stunning in over 100 abattoirs that slaughter 
Australian cattle is absolutely negligible in the foreseeable future. The industry’s new action 
plan states: It is deeply concerning to contemplate what this implies – that Australian-designed 
restraint boxes could have been installed in Indonesian slaughterhouses by MLA and Livecorp 
without any associated or ongoing training being delivered.  
 
Their purpose has however been proven. It is absurd to suggest that in a country with no 
enforceable animal welfare regulations or penalties, “adherence to endorsed livestock welfare 
standards” is an achievable goal. Neither the industry nor the Australian Government have the 
capacity to ensure adherence to standards in another country. 
 
The Indonesian ‘live export animal welfare action plan’ from the MLA - May 2011 will 
NOT change the incidence of cruel practices with Australian cattle slaughtered offshore  
For the past 20 years, the Australian livestock export industry and Government have allowed 
more than 6 million animals to be exported to Indonesia, knowing that they will face a cruel and 
lengthy slaughter. The MLA are prepared to support this action plan to restore their industry 
with a $9 million allocation from their fund but reject any responsibility to compensate $5 million 
to cattle farmers for the care of the cattle as result of the mishandling and non disclosure of the 
cruelty issues. The cruelty would continue under the proposed industry action plan.  
 
The action plan that has been provided by the ‘Australian live export industry’ is entirely 
unacceptable. Live Corp and the MLA have also failed to end cruel practices with the export of 
live Australian animals and its reporting has hidden the prevalence of cruelty for over a decade. 
The industry cannot be trusted in presenting now an action plan for quick solution.  
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The plan has been analysed by Dr Bidda Jones, Chief Scientist for the RSPCA [5] and found to 
be worthless and will achieve no improvements to practices or not for many years.   
 
The three key elements of the action plan are: to extend the use of restraint boxes, to advance 
the use of stunning to five Indonesian slaughterhouses, and a ‘desired outcome’ to meet OIE 
standards by 2015.  
 
None of these are new developments. They have all failed in the past to protect the welfare of 
Australian animals, and we have no reason to believe that, in the hands of this industry, they 
will succeed in the future. For a decade, the industry has been installing restraint boxes and 
other infrastructure and conducting associated training.  
 
These restraint boxes would be illegal in Australia, they fail to meet basic international animal 
welfare standards, and have been condemned by the world’s leading slaughter expert Dr 
Temple Grandin – yet the action plan will allow their continued use. Not one Mark 1 restraint 
box would be removed from use under this plan – indeed their use would be further cemented 
and extended through a program of maintenance and upgrades. 
 
The key problem with this proposed action is that is totally fails to acknowledge that the 
installation of the Mark 1 box has acted to entrench a system of restraint and slaughter that is 
inherently cruel. No amount of SOP training can prevent the forcible casting of Australian cattle 
onto their sides on a sloping concrete slab from causing distress, pain, suffering or injury. 
 
The 2011 investigation has demonstrated that, where training programs have already been 
delivered in conjunction with the installation of restraint boxes, it has not had sufficient impact 
on Indonesian workers to prevent the abuse of animals or ensure a basic level of 
understanding of animal welfare, knowledge of their requirements under the OIE Code, or 
ability to perform an efficient throat cut. 
 
There has been an Indonesian Animal Welfare Taskforce (MLA/LiveCorp/APFINDO) since 
2006 doing exactly these assessments, identifying priorities and overseeing the installation of 
restraint boxes and training. This system has failed 
 
This box design is in direct contravention of the OIE Code which states that “methods of 
restraint causing avoidable suffering should not be used in conscious animals because they 
cause severe pain and distress”. Nowhere in this action plan is there any acknowledgement of 
the industry’s failure to assess the welfare impact of this restraint device or that the restraint 
box is unable to accommodate stunning and thus is an impediment to expanding the uptake of 
stunning. 
 
Training programs have failed to prevent the abuse of animals, ensure a basic understanding 
of cattle behaviour and welfare, or even guarantee proficient slaughter. The industry itself has 
stated, as recently as this year, that expanding the use of stunning in Indonesia would be 
extremely difficult, if not impossible. A planned stunning trial in a single abattoir in 2010 was not 
able to be completed. The likelihood of uptake of consistent and effective stunning in over 100 
abattoirs that slaughter Australian cattle is absolutely negligible in the foreseeable future. 
 
The Australian Government and the live export industry have given repeated assurances that 
signatories to the OIE are obliged to comply with OIE standards. But in Indonesia, as in many 
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other OIE countries, there is no incentive, nor implementation or enforcement regime to 
achieve this.  
 
The OIE Code sets out international minimum standards for animal welfare. They are intended 
to set a basic benchmark to provide guidance to countries that are still in the process of 
developing, or are yet to develop their own animal protection legislation and standards. This 
benchmark is far below the minimum standards of major livestock producing countries such as 
Australia. For example, the OIE standards allow the slaughter of fully conscious animals: this is 
not permitted under Australian slaughter standards. 
 
The Australian industry is now putting forward an action plan that sets operating to OIE 
standards – the minimum international standards for animal welfare and the point that 
Indonesia should have been at before live cattle exports began. This is also only as a ‘desired 
outcome’ to be reached by 2015. In other words, the industry believes it will take Indonesia four 
years to reach the most basic international standards of animal welfare. Yet it has been 
exporting animals to this country for 20 years. 
 
The industry programs in Indonesia over the past 10 years have focused on the installation of 
restraint boxes and associated training in order to increase the number of slaughterhouses 
where Australian cattle can be safely handled, reduce pre-slaughter stress and improve meat 
quality. They have categorically failed to make any significant improvements in the welfare of 
Australian cattle, as demonstrated by the footage obtained in the 2011 Animals Australia 
investigation and the RSPCA Australia analysis of this footage. In terms of improving animal 
welfare, the $4 million of industry and taxpayer’s money has been wasted on a restraint box 
program that entrenches inhumane handling and cruel slaughter techniques.  
 
Mark 1 restraint box cannot be used for stunning as it does not hold the animal’s head or body 
in a fixed, stable position. In fact, the industry’s own reports have already acknowledged that 
the Mark 1 restraint box cannot incorporate stunning.  
 
Until the Animals Australia investigation, the MLA and industry and politicians had no strategic 
vision or desire to manage supply chains (i.e. establish closed systems) in order to protect 
Australian animals from cruelty. In 2010, the industry responded to a direct request by animal 
protection groups to introduce closed systems, so that Australian animals only went through 
appropriate facilities, by again claiming their current provision of ad hoc facility upgrades and 
training was the best way to improve animal welfare in importing countries. Animals have been 
exported to Indonesia, and all other countries bar Egypt, with no restrictions on where they 
might be transported to or slaughtered.   
 
In Australia, the process of developing Australian animal welfare standards would always 
include targeted consultation with all stakeholders, including key animal protection 
organisations, and a period of open public consultation. This provides a transparent, inclusive 
and relatively robust process. The industry action plan does not involve either of these inputs. 
 
This industry has a history of employing consultants with links to the trade, or ‘experts’ who 
have previously or currently receive funding associated with the trade. These experts and 
consultants cannot be considered independent as they have an inherent conflict of interest.  
 
The introduction of an abattoir auditing system was recommended six years ago in an industry 
funded report 4. This included a checklist based on Dr Temple Grandin’s abattoir audit critical 
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control points which are also used in Australian abattoirs. If this auditing process had been 
implemented back in 2005, then the industry would have been aware of the unacceptability of 
processing facilities at that time. None of the facilities visited in the 2011 Animals Australia 
investigation would have passed such an audit. 
 
The ‘Live Export Industry Action Plan’ will not remove the incidence of cruelty  
Animals will not be protected from cruelty in importing countries until animal protection laws are 
passed and enforced. Despite knowing about the cruel treatment of Australian cattle in 
Indonesia for decades, once again the industry has only promised to act when faced with 
exposure.  
 
The industry ‘action plan’ costed at $9 million  is a predictable public relations response 
designed once again to mislead farmers and the government into continuing to support the 
trade. It is the MLA and industry’s excuse to by pass their immediate and direct responsibility 
for $5 million to compensate farmers in caring for the need to suspended cattle shipments.   
 
There is no incentive for importing countries to take such action when a country such as 
Australia is willing to supply animals regardless of how brutally they will be treated. This is 
irrefutable evidence that the live export industry cannot be trusted. They will without hesitation 
allow animals to be subjected to cruel treatment, torture and brutality and then go so far as to 
facilitate it by installing inhumane devices that have been condemned by world experts.  
 
Australians all have a duty of care and our country should not be forced to step back in time 
and support cruel practices from other’s habits and cultures with the Australian animals that 
have been handed over or and abandoned offshore. The live cattle trade with Indonesia must 
be halted immediately and the Australian Government must announce an end date for live 
animal exports to all other countries. Were all those involved in this trade made accountable to 
Australian animal welfare laws they would be prosecuted and convicted for animal cruelty. This 
trade has continued only because it operates outside of the reach of Australian animal 
protection legislation and Australian slaughter standards.  
 
The detailed response to the industry action plan from Dr Bidda Jones, Chief Scientist for the 
RSPCA (5) should be considered above any industry opinion and objectives and evidence it 
has provided to date.     
Sources : 
[1] Livecorp Annual Report (2009/2010) 
[2] http://www.daff.gov.au/animal-plant-health/welfare/export-trade/mortalities 
[3] MLA/Livecorp Live Trade Animal Welfare Partnership, Final report – Indonesian point of 
slaughter improvements (2009/10) 
[4] Independent study into animal welfare conditions for cattle in Indonesia from point of arrival 
from Australia to slaughter. Caple,I, McGown, P., Gregory, N., Cusack, P. (2010) 
[5] Welfare conditions for Australian cattle in Indonesia, An Observational Study, Dr Bidda 
Jones, RSPCA Australia (2011) 
[6] MLA Opportunities to improve slaughter standards and profitability in Indonesia (2005) 
[7] http://kb.rspca.org.au/What-is-halal-slaughter_116.html 
[8] http://www.daff.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0019/1370332/animal-welfare-livestock-
slaughter.pdf 
[9] MLA Opportunities to improve slaughter standards and profitability in Indonesia (2005) 
[10] http://www.youtube.com/livestockexporttruth#p/search/0/FIw70rH_WZ8 
 
Pamela Gillot, 194 Copeland Rd Beecroft NSW 2119 Tel 02 98755188 (22.06.2011)  
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From: Ruddock, Philip (MP) [philip.ruddock.mp@aph.gov.au]

Sent: Wednesday, 1 June 2011 5:18 PM

To: Pamela Gillot

Subject: RE: Bill on Immediate Ban on Live Animal Exports 
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15/07/2011

Dear Ms Gillot 
  
Like all Australians, I was shocked and deeply disturbed by the mistreatment of Australian livestock exposed 
during the Four Corners program on 30 May 2011. I thank you for your correspondence and I share your 
concerns. 
  
There can be no justification for mistreating Australian animals in Indonesia or anywhere else. As Australians, 
we should not and do not, accept cruelty to animals. 
  
If we could have our way, Australia would only process, freeze and ship packaged meat to other parts of the 
world. For one thing, it’s a higher value product. But there are some countries where that is not possible for 
cultural and practical reasons. 
  
In many areas, especially in Asia and the Middle East, we are talking about villages where there no 
refrigeration. The only way families in those areas have access to fresh meat is to buy product that was 
slaughtered locally. 
  
We did see on Four Corners brief glimpses of good practice, where Australian Government and industry 
investment has provided modern stunning and slaughter facilities to some of the larger Indonesian abattoirs. 
  
We support the government’s decision to ban exports of Australian cattle to abattoirs that do not have such 
facilities. 
  
It is true that some practices and attitudes in foreign countries differ markedly from our own.  We must 
remember that we’re dealing with centuries-old cultures and change takes time. 
  
That is why we invest millions of dollars to improve animal care and education overseas.  Through this trade 
we strive to be the instrument of change. Clearly, more needs to be done and the industry is committed to 
extending its work in upgrading Indonesian abattoirs. 
  
Australia is the only country in the world actively working to improve animal care in our destination markets.  
We must use our influence in those countries to speed up progress on animal welfare reform. 
  
The suspension of exports will remain until Australian expectations of acceptable animal welfare practices are 
in place. These expectations, are not optional, they are integral to our requirements for the live export 
industry. 
  
I thank you, again, for your interest in this important issue and I can assure you that the Coalition will continue 
to work to ensure Australia leads the world in animal welfare – both here and overseas. 
  
Warm regards, 
  
The Hon Philip Ruddock MP 
Member for Berowra 
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Dear Mr. Ruddock, 
  
Please find my letter attached to you.  



  
Yours sincerely 
  
Pamela Gillot 
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MICHAEL FINUCAN: “Yeah, we've got a lot of work to do. We've a great team up 
here. We've got eight guys supplementing our team of our animal welfare people here in 
Indonesia.  
 
They're out in the markets every night at the abattoirs; they're delivering a program that 
can help us ensure the welfare of cattle right through the chain. They're there working 
with the local operators to making sure that we can put in place systems that will make 
sure we don't see those images again.”  
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TONY JONES: “Let me just ask you this: how many Australian cattle are sitting in 
Indonesian feedlots right now waiting to be slaughtered? “ 
 
MICHAEL FINUCAN: “I don't have the exact number. It's probably around 100,000 
head. So we're work on a system with the operators up here to direct those cattle to 
abattoirs that have appropriate standards where we've done extra work where we know 
the infrastructure and the teams working there are up to a standard that we can accept.” 
 
TONY JONES: “That's an awful lot of cattle to be funnelled through a very limited 
number of abattoirs. From what we understand there are remarkably few of the 100 
abattoirs dealing with Australian cattle that can actually do this correctly.”  
 
MICHAEL FINUCAN: “What we've done is worked on a core group of abattoirs that 
we know will meet above the standards that we require to get those right initially. We'll 
be rolling this program out further to get additional facilities up and running.  

We've got strong commitment from the Indonesian importers themselves. They're 
investing further down the chain to help improve other facilities and get the standards 
up to what they have to be.”  

After fourteen years of efforts there is only “a core group that will (in due course) 
meet above the standards” from several hundred abattoirs and what standards?   
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So Indonesians are investing in this too, atop of major funding from the farmers’ 
and Government one to one - there’s not much to show for it in arresting animal 
cruelty - after fourteen years, and eight from the taxpayers purse.  

Yet Mr Finucan advises that the MLA are still pushing the millions of cattle 
exported up and up, insisting the Australian export numbers must resume and 
increase.  

Is this not inhumane and insane, or simply incapable management?  

TONY JONES: “As I understand it, there are only six of the 100 abattoirs which take 
Australian cattle that use the stunning device which stuns cattle and makes them 
unconscious before slaughter.  
 
That is not very many, is it? I mean - and isn't that in the end - because that's what the 
animal welfare people agree is the only way you can actually do this - isn't that in the 
end, the only places you can send cattle, that have stunning devices?”  

MICHAEL FINUCAN: “No, we feel we can send them to places that have good 
systems that manage the cattle, control the cattle during the process and get the right 
welfare outcomes. We're working to OIE (World Organization for Animal Health).  

Indonesia's a developing country; we have to consider that. We want to deliver those 
outcomes, OIE outcomes, and we need to provide them the right infrastructure to get 
that outcome.” 

After fourteen years of working on the prevalence and ingrained preference for 
traditional roping slaughter, slow torturous disablement of the animal  - the 
Indonesian export manager has conceded that abattoirs are still not even near the 
most basic OIE standards to which underdeveloped countries might aspire.  

“The stunning is important. We're committed to delivering more stunning. There's a 
number of operators already purchased extra stunners.  

We've got a program of getting involved with the local religious authorities and 
endorsing stunning and promoting that and we've already got additional facilities 
coming online now.”  
 
TONY JONES: “I'm thinking here of a potential quick solution. Even the animal 
welfare people, as I say, agree with the stunning devices; they're acceptable. So why 
don't you simply import 100 of them and put them in each of the 100 abattoirs that deal 
with Australian cattle and put Australian overseers or experts into each of those places 
for a period of time to save the trade?”  
 
MICHAEL FINUCAN: “Look, using stunning equipment doesn't necessarily mean a 
good welfare outcome. We need to train the people in the correct use of them. We need 
to get the systems in place to use that equipment and we also need to get the acceptance 
of the local authorities and the local regional religious authorities that they accept it.  
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So, while we do have acceptance of stunning at some levels, we don't have it right 
across the country. So, there's sensitivities, there's cultural sensitivities we must 
consider and we’re going to work with the local authorities to get more stunning in 
place.”  
TONY JONES: “Well, how long do you think that'll take? Because, after all, the 
national religious authorities agreed that stunning is hall, is possible under their religion. 
So, how hard could it be to get this kind of equipment out to all the other places?  
 
MICHAEL FINUCAN: Well there's a number of operators, as I said, already 
purchasing stunning equipment. There's people who have got - waiting on production of 
more stunning equipment, so the practicality of getting 100 stunners into this market 
isn't up to scratch.  

So the Government and farmers annual budget can well afford to purchase 100 
stunners (even weekly) - then the cost is not the issue, stunners are not the 
problem, the MLA know it’s the practises, preferences and laws.   

Is this not criminal and prosecutable executive behaviour - does the Australian 
Government in partnership not wish to inform their taxpayers, stop the funding 
and prevent the Australian offshore cruelty continuing? 

“But we're confident we can direct the majority of the cattle through key facilities where 
we're working. We'll ensure the welfare there. The individual operators will work hard 
and get their own facilities up and running and you'll see higher through-put through the 
current facilities.  

There's definitely extra capacity available at the current facilities, so we'll work on just 
getting more cattle to the right places.”  

If the key facilities do not stun and are still being brought up to scratch, how can 
the MLA plan to see most cattle exported to these very few better facilities  - which 
may finally approach basic OIE standards - with rope slaughter and no stunning?   

Does this fourteen year plan make any sense in terms of the mounting decades of 
immeasurable suffering to Australian Animals?  

TONY JONES: “You're talking about sending in trainers to train people yet again, but 
as we know, Australian trainers from MLA had recently visited two of the worst 
abattoirs that Four Corners filmed at, and the worst of them all, the Gudrun abattoir, had 
had six visits by Australian experts like yourself in the previous 14 months.  
 
This whole process seems not to have worked at all.  

So the MLA engaged an elderly retired veterinary professor on their inspection 
team who would ordain the reports - he had inspected the boxes, the practices in 
the above abattoir and saw the footage but stated that he:  

“Did not know if those practices would cause stress or pain to the animal.”  
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That was a pretty poor sort of vet  –  we know many graduates and academics who 
taught them who would know that  -  but they also turn down the jobs which the 
MLA and the LiveCorp ships offer and pay handsomely for.  

Most Australian vets’ seem to hold disdain for live animal export (for slaughter) - 
as did all the academics that trained them.   

MICHAEL FINUCAN: “Well what we've learned is that we need more intense training, 
we need more regular presence there. We need a lot more adoption of what we do.”  

Has this taken fourteen years for the MLA on site export team and executive to 
work this out?  

“So we've now got a program where we're rotating a team through the abattoirs on a 
regular nightly basis. They're out there every night. We'll rotate them through the 
facilities, we'll have regular training, there'll be more presence.” 

So Mr Finucan admits his team are all fully familiar with the practises in all the 
abattoirs that the MLA use.  
 

How can the problem be not enough people out there, on the budget that the MLA 
and Government provide solely for this objective?  Where are these funds all being 
spent – a comprehensive breakdown is asked for?   

“We're committing to putting animal welfare officers in these 25 abattoirs in the short 
term to make sure they are there every night helping these guys getting it right.”  

TONY JONES: “So, are you saying that trade should not have been stopped, that you've 
actually solved the problem already. Is that your - is that the way you look at it?”  
 
MICHAEL FINUCAN: “I think the stopping of the trade is going to hurt a lot of people 
in northern Australia and we're confident that we can direct the cattle to the right places 
and have a system in place.  
 
There's already systems in place here, Tony, that have stunning; they have an accredited 
supply chain the whole way through. So we're confident that the Indonesian market can 
accept cattle and manage them appropriately. There's more work to do in.” 
 

Well Australians have heard the advent of that word stunning now for fourteen 
years - of course that would have been dumped by now.  

Mr Finucan confirms they were aware that having a supply chain would provide 
tracking and traceability of animals – so that each animal recognised all the way 
through and protected. Why then after fourteen years was this nowhere to be 
found?   

Was it not that animals could not be traced or inspected in abattoirs - that 
required the whole trade to be suspended?   
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TONY JONES: “Well, I mean, I've got to interrupt you there because, I mean, you've 
just made the point yourself that it's very difficult to get the stunning devices out to 
large numbers of abattoirs. Only a tiny handful of them use the stunning equipment so 
far. The stunning equipment would possibly be a solution, but the problem is that Meat 
and Livestock Australia and LiveCorp have invented this steel box, which according to 
the leading expert in the world actually is responsible for the torture of animals.”  
 
MICHAEL FINUCAN: “Yeah, look, that piece of equipment needs to be used 
appropriately and properly and by well-trained people and we didn't see that on Monday 
night last week. What we saw were people misusing it and actual brutal cruelty, and that 
is not acceptable and that does not occur in most of the places.  
 
We've got a system whereby we use it well and it works well. But, saying that, we are 
committed to upgrading it and getting a better piece that controls the animal better - it's 
better control for the animal, and therefore the animal welfare experts will be able to be 
there and help the butchers correctly process cattle.”  

Mr Finucan admits repeatedly to having a system -  but can he explain why the 
Government found only after fourteen years that it did not work - after the painful 
end to millions of animals and its dynamic growth path by the organisation ?  

TONY JONES: “The cattle industry respects the advice of the American expert Temple 
Grandin, doesn't it? She's one of the world's leading experts on cattle management and 
the way to slaughter cattle humanely.  
 
MICHAEL FINUCAN: “Yes, we do. MLA's had a long relationship with Temple 
Grandin. She's got a non-stun slaughter box on her website which uses principles that 
are around the world where people use non-stun processing, and so we'll be working to 
developing something similar and get it into many of these abattoirs.” 
 
TONY JONES: “But Michael, if you've seen what she said on the Four Corners 
program, she looked at the Australian design, the MLA LiveCorp-designed steel boxes 
and she said they were atrocious. They shouldn't be used by a civilised country. She was 
outraged by them because they caused animals to drop out of the side of the box on their 
heads, to break their legs and hurt themselves and that was part of the design.”  
 
MICHAEL FINUCAN: “The box is designed for a developing country with limited 
infrastructure and equipment in these facilities. There's limited power. So you need a 
system where the butchers working in the abattoirs can control the animals, get them on 
their side and slaughter them appropriately.”  

“We need to make sure they do that quickly in a more controlled manner. That's what 
we're working on now, but we're committed to better designs and getting better 
equipment into these abattoirs.”  

So Indonesia, Mr Finucan believes is at the stage of development which is not even 
yet basic OIE standards – as confirmed by research from Dr Bidda Jones, Chief 
Scientist of the RSPCA - and may not reach this until 2014 . 

The MLA therefore designed, installed restraint boxes throughout Indonesian 
abattoirs aimed at the future of approaching OIE standards – or traditional roping 
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slaughter which has very cruel consequences for each animal 
 
TONY JONES: “But why didn't anyone figure out that the designs of these things in the 
first place with their 45 degree concrete inclines were pretty much purpose-built to 
make animals fall over and crack their heads on concrete?”  

The Australian manufacturer have affirmed that they proposed designing the 
Mark 1 restraint boxes differently and  more humanely, but that is what the MLA 
stated was best and it would introduce across Indonesia .  
 
MICHAEL FINUCAN: “Look, we've had independent people come through the market 
and assess the welfare programs and the equipment. They've said that, used properly, it 
is an improvement on traditional slaughter and other methods used in the region.  
 
We've also committed additional funds to other programs. We've had a number of 
designs that we've trialled up here and we've been working on an additional design 
which is a box that controls the animal a lot more. It uses hydraulics and electricity and 
it's got a lot more moving parts that can have issues.”  

So after fourteen years the MLA considered the Mark 1 box was suited to making 
Indonesian practices more humane.   

Can the taxpayers be advised as to what other programmes the MLA said it had 
committed additional funds, as these boxes were seen widely introduced?  
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TONY JONES: “If the Australian cattle farmers are badly hurt by this trade, very 
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briefly, do you think the - your industry association, which presumably has a stockpile 
of resources, money, should actually be paying the compensation?”  
 
MICHAEL FINUCAN: “Oh, look, that's something for the board and the senior 
management. I'm here to deliver these improvement programs up here. That's what I'm 
committed to. Got a good team of people working here and we're focused on doing that 
- get this trade re-opened.”  
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TONY JONES: “OK, Michael Finucan, we'll have to leave you there. We thank you 
very much for fronting up tonight. Thank you for joining us.”  
 
MICHAEL FINUCAN: “OK. Thank you, Tony”. 
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Please find below the report from a veterinary practitioner which was published in the Australian on 
13th July 2011 and is highly relevant to the inquiry. It is possible that this may have been already 
submitted by De Reeve Johnson or other readers as you might check.   
 
Dr Johnson worked for the department of quarantine and live export industry and has had enormous 
trouble getting his first hand and professional reports concerning deaths of sheep in shipment 
recorded accurately after his reports were tampered with. He expresses his great concern about the 
integrity of the live export industry and the deliberate distortion of reports and altered records by the 
industry and related government departments.  
 
The experiences simply confirms what is very common knowledge amongst most veterinary 
professionals and those colleagues, who have worked in the industry at some time, and largely 
express their disdain for live animal exportation and offshore slaughter.  

The Australian 13 July 2011 

LLOYD Reeve-Johnson, a veterinary surgeon accredited with the Australian 
Quarantine and Inspection Service, has alleged government officials charged with 
overseeing the live export industry have repeatedly failed to address conflicts of interest 
within the system.  

Dr Reeve-Johnson said he had witnessed first-hand the inner workings of the "fundamentally 
flawed" live export industry where livestock companies were allowed to be self-policing. 

He had a blunt warning for Agriculture Minister Joe Ludwig: ensure exporters cannot directly 
employ or pay the officials who should be providing independent advice on animal welfare 
standards -- whether in foreign abattoirs or on the ships that take the animals there. 

In 2008, Dr Reeve-Johnson was one of several vets trained by AQIS to verify animal welfare 
standards on export ships in the wake of the death of more than 5600 sheep on the Cormo 
Express in 2003. It was carrying 50,000 sheep. 

On his second journey on a livestock ship, Dr Reeve-Johnson kept daily records of the 
conditions of the animals. When more than 2 per cent of the goats on board died, he followed 
AQIS protocol and notified the commonwealth quarantine body immediately. 

Dr Reeve-Johnson has alleged that when he compiled his "end of journey" report for AQIS, 
the livestock company instructed him not to record any of the additional goats that died as 
they were being unloaded from the ship. It is a claim denied by the company. 

Dr Reeve-Johnson alleges he refused to alter his report and sent it to AQIS with his tally of 
18 goat mortalities. He said he was disturbed to discover the exporter had also sent a copy of 
his report -- on his letterhead -- declaring only 11 goats had died. 

A spokesman for the exporter last night maintained the company had provided AQIS with 
accurate numbers and Dr Reeve-Johnson had miscalculated the mortalities. 

An AQIS spokesman said an investigation was conducted into Dr Reeve-Johnson's 
allegations, but "on the evidence obtained, the matter was closed". 



Speaking to The Australian, Dr Reeve-Johnson said that while ever exporters employed 
independent auditors or vets charged with verifying animal welfare standards, the industry 
remained at risk of a conflict of interest. 

"There is a fundamental problem in the way the industry is run," he said. "It's been given the 
trust of being self-policing and with that comes responsibility which I don't think is being 
taken." 

While continuing to work as a private consultant, Dr Reeve-Johnson has spent three years 
trying to raise the issue in AQIS, and the Agriculture Department. 

He even wrote to former agriculture minister Tony Burke, warning him: "The transparency of 
a government-legislated system and its integrity are undermined by the lack of independence 
and potential for a repetitive conflict of interest." 

Animal rights law expert Malcolm Caulfield said the model for the resumption of the live 
cattle trade to Indonesia, announced last week by Senator Ludwig, was problematic because 
the exporters would select and pay auditors, just they are able to select and pay AQIS vets. 

A spokesman for Senator Ludwig last night defended the rigour of the audit processes and 
said it would be "totally inappropriate" if taxpayers, rather than exporters, had to pay auditors 
to verify standards in foreign abattoirs. 

"It is very important to understand that the audit and verification process will not be 
conducted by the industry or its employees," he said. 

 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Pamela Gillot 
 




